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AMIE

Selected As Best All-Round Kentucky Community Newspaper for 1947

WEATHER FORECAST
-Kentucky—Cloudy and s1i4htly colder today; partly cloudy
and colder tianight. Friday ,
fair witlk rising temperature
in awes/ and central portions.

United Press

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Murray, Kentu 14,:hursday Afternoon, Dec. 30, 1948

Vol. XX
--; No. 164

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

MURRAY FLOORS READIED TO RECEIVE 11:1,,,:l_r't:4;0
•

a

*Sales Start January 3 With
41-lours Daily Limit First Week

Light Snow Falls in
T %AS
,PCOOSTPINAST
1
'
• Calloway Last Night.P. O. PATRONS
Residents of Murray and Callo- Minnesota eastward through cenway county awokk this morning to, tral Wisconsin and Northern lower
Michigan. The heaviest amount
A strong wind out
see snow falling..
of the north carried it horizontal reported from the storm was eight
inches at Traversec City, Michigan,
to the ground most of the time.
The ground was 'not frozen hard and Rochester, Minnesota. Falls of
this morning however and the from three to seven inches were
reported at Spencer and Mason
snow did not stick.
A cold wave has moved into the City, Iowa, Wausau and Green Bay,
middle west behind a snow and Wisconsin; and Alpena and Gladsleet storm which is melting into win, Michigan.
Temperatures dropped sharply in
rain as it hits the eastern seaboard.
Rain is falling in a widespread sections of Nebraska, Iowa and
area from Northern Florida to the Wisconsin during the night. At an
New England states and as far early morning hour, Rocheeter.
Minnesota, had a reading of 12 bewest as the Appalachians.
low zero, while Pellston. Michigan.
Columbia. South Carolina. and
reported 13 below. Other cold spots
Charlotte, North Carolina, each had were • Lacrosse, Wisconsin,
four bemore than an inch of rain. A light low; Mason City, Iowa,
three below;
the
tailing
lower
snow is
irking
Sioux City, Iowa. 10 below.
rim of Lake Erie in Michigan and
Temperatures were much higher
Ohio.
in the northwest. It was 21 above
However. the 50-mile an hour at Bismarck, N. D. 31 above
winds which struck much of the at Billings, atornana. and 11 above
middle west yesterday are dimin- at Fargo, North Dakota.
ishing. The winds had disrupted
Here are some other early readhighway traffic and communica- ings:
tions in the North Central States.
Boston 53: Buffalo 32; JeeksonA narrow belt of heavy snow ex- vale 57; Miami 72: Philadelphia 50;
tends from Northwestern Iowa El Paso 31: Long Beach 49; Boise
across • small part of southern 18 and San Francisco 43

New Year's Eve This
Year Cost Same Is Last

On January 1, 1949 there will be
a great change in postal rates, according to Postmaster Harry Sledd.
Nearly all rates except fitst class
have been raised, he said.
Sledd exhorted the public to
piece a return address on all mail
as the lack of it sometimes causes
great delay. He cautioned that all
permit mailers would have to renew their permits annually.
In a tightening of restrictions
Sledd made the following statements: parcels mailed on rural
routes would receive no reductions,
no eggs will be accepted, for shipment unless in regular containers,
no syrups, honey or preserves will
be accepted unless conttainers are
soldered and in wooden frames and
all fresh meat must be wrapped
in oil paper before acceptance..
He asked also that change of address cards be obtained at the post
office. No address changes can be
taken over the phone or verbally,
he said.
All rates on airmail, special delivery. money orders, postal notes,
third class mail and parcel post
have been raised.

Man Born, Killed
Buried on Dec.31

41

Road
Meeting
Posponed
The rural road program meeting
originally scheduled for January G
has been postponed according to
Judge Pink Curd. The new date of
the meeting has been set- for January 11 with Emerson "Doc" Beauchamp, Commissioner of Rural
Highways.
It was decided to postpone the
meeting as the first week of January will be one of the busiest for
that department, and it was felt
tthat if more time could be given
to the subject better results could
be obtained.
Judge Curd said that he asked
the specific question of whether
the Commissioner would cooperate
with the county in the matter and
'his answer was, "Yes. I will."

SWOOSH!—In 20 seconds these three Piasecki HRP-1 helicopters of Marine Helicopter
Squadron One at Quantico, Va., swooped into a small meadow at the Marine Corps Schools'
maneuver area, disembarked this patrol of combat troops and were off. It is part of the
- close support and liaison training of Marine aviation and Marine ground troops.

Wildcats To Meet
Horses And Hoopsters Made St.
Louis Tonight
Top Sports Headlines For 1948

Murray tobacco floors will start
receiving dark fired tobacco tomorrow morning, Decemb:T 31 at 7:00
a. to. The first sale will take place
on Monday January 3. 1949.
According to officials each floor
in Murray will be limited to only
forty-eight minutes sellieg time
each day during the first week of
the sales. They will be allowed only
thi:ty six minutes each day thereafter. The seme rule applies to Mayfield floors.
Growers have been urged to exercise care to see that their tobacco
is in the proper keeping condition
when it is delivered to the tobacco
warehouses, since there will be a
discount if it is marked "wet".
According to local tobacco officials no tobaceo will he unleaded on
Sundays. This period has been designated as,. the time from 12:00
o'clock Saturday night to 12.00
Sunday night.
Mayfield floors will observe this
rule also.
Government prices for dark fired tobacco , are higher this year
than they were last year.
Last yeast a total of 10.961,335
pounds of tobacco were sold on
the Murray market. Growers received a total of $3.099,974.45. The
average price that tobacco brought
on the auction block last season waS
$28.28 per hundred pounds.
The season prior to last season
15.255.380 pounds of tobacci Were
sold and growers raikavecie $3.553.558 34. Average for.'the season was
$2330 per huncireli pounds.
About 15 per cent less acreage
was planted last seasonthan the
season before.

On December 31st, 1919, Milton
S. Lowry. Junior, of Pittsburg,
NEW ORLEANS—The glamor
Pennsylvania. was born
game that the nation's basketball
If you're planning to spend the $25 for dinner and trimmings, but
On December 31st. 1944, CorpOrkl
fans have been awaiting for nine
night out seeing the new year in, minus the liquid refreshments. The Lowry, of the 101st Airborne Diyimonths will finally be played toit won't cost you any more than it Surrey Room of the Hotel Touraine sion, was killed in the battle of the
night in the final round of the
did last year.
Is charging the same fee but throws Bulge in Belgium.
By Limited Press
around, gave Citation just a itouch•
Sugar Bowl Tournament in New
On December 31st, 1948—TomorA survey of representative cities In a bottle of champagne.
Editors Note: Following is the with his bat, and another for good
Orleans. Kentucky's Wildcats will
In Detroit the Steller Hotel drop- row—The body of Corporal Lowry
around the nation by the United
first of a series of articles written luck. That was all there was to it.
meet Saint Louis University's Bill$10—but
$25
will
Pittsburg.
to
price
be
buried
from
in
its
ped
shows
that the cost of holiday
Press
by the United Press, Louisville Bu- It was Citation, romping home by
ikens.
hilarity is a little up in some also eliminated the dinner that
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKreau, which is a recapitulation of five lengths. And for Eddie Arcaro,
They've been trying to bring
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
places, a little down in others— went with the higher price last
YARDS Liveetock:
sports events if1 Kentucky during the little Italian boy from Erlanger.
teams
these
together
two
since
last
but in most places is just about year.
BASKETBALL SCORES
Hogs: 13400, salable 12.000, unthe year of 1948. Horse racing. Kentucky, it was a fourth KentucMarch 'when Kentucky won the
In San Francisco, where night
the soul!
even. Barrows and gilts mostly
Kentucky 78 Tulane 47 (Sugar basketball, football, baseball and ky Derby victory, something no
NCAA
championship
and
Saint
Figures released by the National
75 to $1.25 lower than WednesdIty's
other sports categories are handled other jockey ever had done. not
Most night club operators anti- Clubbing has been dull Mame:elm Bowl Tournament)
Collegiate Athletic Bureau show Louis snared the National Invita- avesgfe. Some 140 lbs down off
in this all inclusive series.
etpata good crowds in spite of a' months. the /rice runs about $11
Isaac Murphy, nor Earle Sande.
UniverUniversity
72
Duquesne
the Cincinati Bearcats as the num- tional Tournament. ".
sharply. Sows mostly 25 to 50c lowKentucky, these long years famreported drop in business during per person. In Hollywood, Earl sity of Louisville 86
Eddie Arcaro said _"Isaac MurNow, at lase the two teams conber one scoring team in basketball
er. Bulk good and choice 140 to 220
its
thoroughfleet-footed
ed
for
the past few months. Some night Carroll's has cut prices from $10
phy
never
had
this
a
horse
like
Toledo
40
Eastern
42
sistently
the
prize
rated
pair
of
circles.
reports
person
reto
7.50 per
and
• lbs 21.50 to 22.25; top early 2250;
breds, during the past few years one." and the Citation Arcaro team
sppts in fact, report the lush for
the
country
will
tangle
with
almost
Georgetown
lege
79
.
Evansville
CM
avBearcats
have
The unbeaten
later sales -22 down. 220 to 270 lbs
has become almost equally noted went on to prove•it. They won the
rePereations is even heavier than mervations 10 percent ahead of
exactly the same squads that won 2025.
42 iVincennes Collegiate Tourney). as the home of fast-moving basket- Preakness
last year.
to 2150: 70 te 325 lbs le 50 to
together; the Belmont. eraged 80 points in three games the national
it was • year ago
-- titles
last
spring.
The
2050:.
100 to 130 lbs 19 to 21 50: few
ball teams. And it was horses and the Jersey Staks. the Stars and Manhattan's Jaspers are runner-up
In New York the price of new
same
adjectives
apply to both down to 18: good sows 400 Iles
hoopsters who made the state's top Stripes, the American Derby, the with an average of 76epoint one
year merrymaking will run from
lteams—tall. clever, speedy, power- down 17.50 to 19; mostly 18.75 down;
sporting headlines in 1948.
Sysonby, the Belmont Jockey Club points in seven tries. Bowling
Iwo dollars to 30 dollars per person
ful—and it's hard to see how either heavier weights P3 to 17.25; few
First, the story of a great cham- Stakes, the gold cup, the Pimlico Green is third with an average of
depending where you go and what
down to 1550; stags 12.50 to 15.
pion, a barrel chested colt, son of Special. Citation was shipped to 74-point one points in eight tries. could be named as the favorite.
you get. The top price includes a
Kentucky reached the finals with
Columbia is the stingiest club in
Cattle: 2.100, seleble 1.800. Calves
Bull Lea, a product of Kentucky's California. where it was hoped
full course dinner at the city's
rolling bluegrass, a champion of he we uld run against the Austral- giving up points. The Lions have an amazing shq,w of power to beat 700, all salable. Little more than 20
most exclusive entertainment spots
champions --perhaps the greatest ian champion. Shannon the Second held three opponents to an average Tulane 78 to 47—a team they had loads,,of steers offered, these medAt Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe,
A United Press survey shnws only item to show an increase in
of
the great.
But Shannon was bought by a syn- of 36-point-seven points. Kentucky. edged by only four points last ium in flesh. Inquiry limited to a
It will coat 10 to 20 dollars depeni- (that sharp drops in wholesale food average retail price is milk But
Those
of
are
the,
just
supera
few
dicate
of Lexington men and re- generally regarded as strictly an week. Rolling to a 47 to 19 lead at few odd lots vath medium repliceing on where the table is. The Wal- prices during the past six months that increase amounted to less than
offensive power, is second, having the half. the Wildcats breezed in as ment steers 20 to 21; heifers and.
have
latives
been
that
heaped
on
tired.
Citation
won twice at
a dorf-Astoria is charging 18 dollars are being foltpwed by similar cuts half a cent.
Kentucky's number one sports foram and was pointed for two allowed 37-point-nine points in se- Wallace iWah Wahl Jones topped mixed yearlings also slow. despite
,F and El Morrocco 17.50.
chain
of
a
manager
assistant
The
in retail prices.
e moderate ta light supply.
the scoring with 18 points
ven games.
In Chicago, the top price will be , The statistical firm of Dun and store in Springfield. Illinois, says champion of the year, Warren $100.000 races at Santa Anita that
would have made him the greatest
$18.30 per person at the Cameo Bradstreet reported that wholesale he expects even bigger price de- Wright's Citation.
As a two year old, the Calumet money wanner of all time. But
Club—the same as last year. It in- food prices dropped more than 14 clines next month. He says that's
comet won eight of his nine races, trainer Jimmy Jones noticed he
cludes dinner and dancing—no l per cent from the all time hie\ when people haven't got so much
had brought home more than $150, didn't run his best in his last race.
liquor. At the Blackstone Hotel reached last July 13th. So United money to spend.
000 in purses. He was a winter fav- So Citation was sent back to FloriMayfair Room, the peke has been I Press made a survey in 25 cities
Here are a few average prices
orite for the Kentucky Derby. But da, and there he is now, waiting
Busiest man in congress at the were as many newsmen as nit' find; ments.
cut to $15 and at the Chez Paree— laround the country to see what reported in the swevey. Hamburger
few winter favorites have worn the to be fired before returning to the moment is speaker to be Sam Ray- at the average presidential news I Then 1st r in the session, the
one of Chicago's top night clubs, effect the wholesale price reduc- steak, which sold at 62 point 4
roses in May. Citatidd was not yet races.
ways and means committee handles
conference.
burn of Texas.
the tab is 12.50.
tion had at the grocery and meat cents a pound last July, now selling a great thoroughbred.
As a three year old, he'll be a
When the session gets going. Ray- probably the most important legisIn Boston. prices are the same counter.
for 53 point 9 cents. T-bone steak,
Probably the most important.
He started campaigning in Flori- four year old in a few days Citation
burn promises to return to his us- lation in congress. To give just two
or a bit higher with reservations
cents in July, now da, at Hialeah he won a small
In general. the survey reports a dollar and
stands the undisputed king of the too.
ual
five-minute daily session with , categories—taxes and social securreported moving rapidly The Cop- that retail prices haye kept pace 83.7 cents. Butter, 87.6 cents a purse, won the Seminole, the EverRayburn, on Monday, returns to the press and radio. These are ity ,bills must pass through the
American turf. the winner of $865,Icy Plaza Hotel has top price at with the wholesale decline. The pound six months ago. now 73Q glades, The Flamingo stakes. Mov000. Does that make him greater the post of house speaker which he among the most informal and in- house ways and means group.
cents. Potatoes, 266 cents for five ing up to Maryland, he let twiggy
Head of the committee on the
than Man O'Ware It's a moot ques- lost two years ago when the Repub-- formative affairs in Washington. A
pounds on July 13th, now down to beat him by a length at Havre
tion—but it's a question that hasn't licans took over control.
reporter gets the lat7st dope on basis of seniority will be comer24 7 cents.
And there's a steady stampede what can be expected on Capitol vative Representative Doughton, of
De Grace, but come on to win the been asked about any other horse
Chesapeake and go into the Ken- since Big 'Red retired to Faraway to his tile-lined office on the second Hill, mixed with some subtle hum- North Caroliae,_ whanerno it bee!,
floor of the Capitol right under the or on Washington 114.
tucky Derby almost a prohibitive Farms.
too ft 'oily
0141 piq to Presibig dome.
favorite.. On top of that, he was
dent Truman's tax and saciel securYesterday. however, Rayburn had
In these last few days before the
running as an entry with a brown GOOD NEWS FOR VETERANS
ity pi p05815.
little to give. On programming, he
bullet learned Coaltown. A haW
As a matter of fact, the president
War veterans will have to wait 81st congress gets organized Ray- said it would be presumptious to
burn has become a one-man concan't claim support of a majority
Motion picture star Ann Sheri- brother to titetion. Coaltown had
go'.- ahead before President Tren
dividends
yet—but
while
a
good
ference bureau.
of tic' Democratic membees as now
dan is seriously ill in London suf- proved himself a great sprinter in
man's state of the union speech.
He hit the national capital about
the spring meeting at Keeneland on those life insurance policies are
constituted for any radical new deal
fering from pleurisy.
On organization. thinas were still prowram.
Her condition is said to be so Only four othier horses—My Re- coming through. The veterans ad- 9 o'clock Tuesday morning. He had
am in the air. Although 'things were
And so, there's a good deal of
I serious that she cannot be moved quest. Escadru. Grandpere and Bil- ministration says that payments his first visitor within fifteen mincoming to a head pretty fast, and jockeying
back and forth to get
to a hospital from her suite at the lings—accepted the Calumet chal- to the I6-million veterans insurance utes, and hasn't been able to catch
entire
be
slate
reedy
the,
should
lenge.
members with certain set types of
1 Savoy Hotel in London.
policy holders will start late next up with his schedule yet.
by
Saturday.
For it's Rayburn's job to satisfy
Derby day brought overcast skies year.
view on the ways and means comA doctor and tweiechest specialists
One of the big problems on mittee with Rayburn caught in the
261 Democrats who will be mem, are administering special treatment The historic track at Churchill
bers of the house in the 81st con- which Rayburn will have a big Middle.
, to the glamorous motion picture Downs was a little muddy. The
gress. which convenes Monday. say—probably a decisive one—is
Indications are the admiro-tra'ion
' star. X-rays show that the pleurisy crowd? Well. Colonel Matt Winn.
Satisfy them on committee assign- the makeup of the powerful ways will propose six men to the vacanis accompanied by complications witnessing his 4th Derby. said it
was the biggest ever. That would be
ments, rules changes, program and means committee. The ..turn- cies who are known as administrain one lung something over 100.000 people_.
schedules, even settle some disputes over from the 80th and 81st con- tion supporters. If they get in,
Miss Sheridan collapsed on the
make your own guess.
over office space and staffs. There's gress is making available six vac- President Truman will be guranset ten days ago during the filming
NEW YORK—A 38-year -old blind a regular routine set up for the ancies on that committee for the teed a deer majority in that imWhen the still gates flew open
of the picture "I Was A Male War
at the head of the stretch, Coal- pianist has been named the num- handling of these problems, but Democrats to fill. The men who get portant house group.
Bride
in which she stars with
came flying down
town
the ber one blood donor in New York Sam Rayburn is the roan to go to those jobs can determine the comBut even on this, Rayburn
1Cary Grant. She had contracted a
straightaway, his hoofs scarcely City.
with a problerne He swings the most plexion of the entire congress.
wouldn't talk yesterday. When askserious cold while shooting scenes
has
Judd.
Eleanor
pianist.
The
seeming to touch the turf. Around
weight. He's party boss in the house
Far the ways and means commit- ed what he was going to do about
of the movie in Germany. And the
the turn, he as three lengths out given 50 pints of her blood to blood and no doubt about It.
tee serves in a duel capacetereeboth I the ways and means committee,
cold hung on when the company
in front--thebefour, five, nnd fin- banks in eight years
Whep word got out that Rayburn important. both powerful.
Rayburn shot bock "elect six new
returned to Britain for two weeks ally, going
Doctors point out that this would see reporters yesterday, the
into the backstretch.
The Democratic members of the members." The next question__
of studio shots.
seven lengths ahead. Then Eddie amounts to more than six times newsmen came from all over town. ways and means committee are "What kind of members." Answer:
Miss Sheridan'. studio. 20th Cen- Arcaro gave
Citation the word, the blood in her body. A normal They came from the downtown chcsen brfore any other committee "Democrats, of courste Question:
BEWHISKERED KISS—Sandy, well-known waterfront char- tury Fox, says it's
unlikely that and the gap began to narrow. Com- :Ault has a little more than one beats, from the labor runs, from the assignments are made.
"What kind of DeMocrats."'A
acter, satisfies Joan MacLoud with a warm buss during she'll be able to return
to work for ing around the turn Citation col- gallon of blood.
state department. Even the foreign
These Democratic members then flicker of a smile flashed as Rayfriendly meeting between seal and girl In Hollywood. Seal's several weeks. The next
scenes to lared his stablemate. By the head
Miss Judd says she thinks of her correspondents flocked to Ray- automatically serve as a committee, burn ended the conference with:
suit is not for sale, but Joan is wearing a clinging outflt that be taken are outdoor
shots with of the stretch, the issue was no hobby as- • private one-woman burn's office to get a fill-in on on committees, handing out the re-i "There's only one kind of a Demohas no vertical seams and hugs her like—a seal's skin.
plenty of rain.
longer in doubt. Arcaro looked charity.
congressional things to come. There mainder of the committee assign- crat."
.•

Cincinnati
Leads College
BB Scorers
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Wholesale Food Prices
Take Drop Over Nation

Under The Capitol Dome

Ann Sheridan
111 In London
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Blind Pianist
Gives Most Blood
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Now It Is Sumner Welles
In less titan ten tlays after Laurence

Ddtgan

was

thrown, or jumped, from a New York skyscraper his forCHRISTMAS DISPLAY—Taunton Green, in Taunton, Mass., is aglow with 12,000 electric
lights in this annual display sponsored by the Park Commission and the Municipal Light,
ing plant Eight miles ot wire were used to string the many lights over the cedar trees(H.
the Green. The Christmas display will continue through January 2.

mer "boss- in the State Department. Sumner Welles, was ,l
found unconscious on his Oxon Hill estate in

Maryland

suffering from t:old and exposure.
Thus the "jinx- surrounding the House un-American
red spy investigation. which President Truman calls a "red
for three
herring." and xvhich .has alreatly accounted

eastern. Colorado almost long the early 1900's after Ills work fors
government was•
e•ough to be 'called a pioneer, is/ the Norw2gian
finished. He lost his left leg here,
really a pioneer, but not of westerni

deaths, goes merrily. (or wierdly) on.
It does ao glad for the FBI. and former State Department officiala. to issue .statements after Duggan's death
absolving him of any titanic. What the public wants to
know is how he come to his death, just as it wants to
know'no's what happened to Sumner 'elks.

America.

I Re._d the Classified Ads
In 1895 and 1396. anderson and i
-Dr. Pridtjof Hansen reached 86 de-1 —
VETERANS
Arcs and 14 minutes north, the
nearest to the North Pole anyone Approved Free Training unhad ever traveled in that time. It der the G.I. Bill of Rights.
was 13 years later that the Amer- Complete Information on Request
icansAdmiral Perry discovered the
Toler's Business College
pole.
Paris. Tennessee
Anderson came to Colorado in

Thelv's something un-American about "witch hunts,"
and pet)* want to know What the object • of the House'
Committee's investigation is. We have paid too dearly in
the past for hunts that led nowhere and were inaugurated
in the first place for political Purposes.
There were red spies in the United States before World
War II. That we know to be a fact! Somebody, somehow, sold President Roosevelt and Cordell Hull the idea.
or they embraced it themsekes. in .1935 that we should
recognize a group of' criminals and thugs in Russia who
staged the 191$ revolution, and the nation did it just as
England and Germany had done.
From 1935 to the outbreak of war in 1939 we waged the
most intense diplomatic warfare ever known to have the '
reds as allies in another war with Germany, rather than
have them fight against us.

STALEY TRANSFER COMPANY
IILISINESS
11 ciliPLOY
M141111 n t'vrEg tt.k.
WillInWillesnWassa

-I •

All I.C.C. rates are not the same

POLAR EXPLORER LAUGHS
Al COLORADO STORMS
LAMAR. Cot *U?,—When Letorastoa wind and snow blow through
Lamar. 81-year-old George Anderson just rubs the SillIllp of a
and mutters. --1•%, st or worse than
this"
Anders,'
jIb.

Now, ten years late'. the House of Representatives apparently wants to punish somebody for "fraternizing with
- an enemy- which we deliberately' selected as an ally. It
fHE TROLLEY CAR CHURCH—The lack or an organized church in Prichard. Miss . Moved
just doesn't add' up to, our idea of fair play.
F. P Howard, a church elder, to ask a 'rend about some used trolley care he had The
The investigation ;:as gene on long enough unless the
friend lent the car for a meeting place. and the Rev Tyrone Thomas Williams herame
un-Americal A;•tivities Committee warrtsUi tell the pubsastor Here. the Sunday school children and teachers stand outside the "trolley churchanet'who it expects to convict
lic 'what it i, oirising
r.-- !"1
n
?'.1
of treason.
It is embarra-ing to; an:. former official in the State DeT-inj Mrs. liaroli Young and daughpartment not% to reitize ‘shat a terrible mistake we made
ter. Mr
Mrs Aubrey Culver
in 1935 when 'A't: rt•I ognired the Russian Revolution. We
Jr. all of Murray spent Christmas
still believe it wit.- a "mistake." however, and nothing the
day with Mr and Mrs. Aubrey CulHouse COMMit*.ee has done indicates it was it "crime.A (
pion ii, tertIllS will la tional league club McAlee and end -er Sr
again-a individuals that leads it to crowra-: aoday .n the final round Ed Cifers reportedly have played ,
If it h -, et ii
Mr. and Mrs J N. Re.al arid son
d I.- punished- it is high time to expose or the national girls' indoor singles their last _gt.i.e, aar the Rear,.
belie' ' 1 1 .7,
of Detroit
Detroit, Mr. and Mrs Vernon
witch hunt."
1 Korsh says he knows nothing abuut . Curd of
at Chestnut Hill. Massechasetts
it.Fc'
and 'Mr alt,
Cifers
case.
Korii
ii.'
But.
says
the
Lou
Laura
defending
titlist
The
Mrs, Scott Shoe meke- had Christ-:toldcroaet
c
ir
h
e
HaMcAl
h
e
et
.
.w
h
a
a:
I
ted
w
George
California'
Itollewood.
Jahn
Of
mat dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Sta
G
ac
tohrigs peak fford Curd
brsezed int.. the final round today' Las
.
been
take
a
machine
jab.'
He's
and
Marjorie!
with a &love. 6-1 win over
Mrs. Ralph Cleaver and son of
ElaineI
mentioned
backfield
coachfor
the
Norris of Winchester Then
Paducah spent part of this week
Lewicki of Hamtramck. Michigm.1 ing spot at Dade under Wally Wall. with Mr and Mrs. Will Cleaver
,
scored the first upset of the triurn4
ment to win a place in the finals.'
Mat
The Michigan girl beat Mrs
1-6.
6-3.
Haroldm. . 6-3
Ayares of Balti..re 11-9. 1-6
.1 Mr. and Mrs. Merle Andrus and
It 11 Out OWN tigEtt,Ti. GuARDED
Mrs. Ayares was runner-up to Miss daughter spent Christmas Day with
Miss,
...tenement.
hist
year's
Jahn
in
coestoritrior•s 403 StCuR.ED (iv UNION,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee .Reeves. near.
Lewickes forehand was too tnik:h. Murray.
iT it THAT LISERTyUossliCH it OUR PATERNAL
Ayares.
Mrs.
for the secund-sseded
I Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Barefield of
if.sicaltaacr,ir is ours. ESTAII,L1SHEO
Paducah spent Christmas with
OEAR-ItOoGHT PECuEIAR AslERICAN EIDE a.Tr
e Tames but nearry
President Bill. Veeck has made! Mr. and Mrs. Roosevtslt Mathis.
TO
41
/
41 oE‘OTE0 AND 'ToE CA.JSE
•
quite.a few predictions tpe last day I
Edwards
Mr.
and
Clinton
Mrs
,*•"'I MEAN, TO THE MOS/OF rt
,r au. In the most amazing one.
of Wilson. Arkansas spent Christ.'
MAANTAIN ANC DEFSNO.
Veeck says his Cleveland Indians
mas with Mr. and Mrs Jeff EdAmegican
• viili repeat their '1948
wards also Mr and Mrs. Cuing
!leaguer chateapiobship . and 'cla it by'
Edwards and children nf Paducah
FROM MISERIES OF
at least 10 games. That's quite a
Mr, and Mrs. Murray Etre! and
, statement, considering it took an Um of Jackson. Tenn spept Christunprecedented playoff to give the
mas with Me. *and Mrs. Frank
Indians the 1943 flag.
Er_nstberger
Larry'.
that
predicted
Veeck also
m s. Carrie Reeves spent.- 24,4. 25'
_Doby would become the greatest and:
26 in St. Louis with her da ghSatchel
outfielder III the majors:
ter Mrs. Johnnie Alien.
Paige would pitch for at least two. , Mr and Mrs. Neuman
beror three More. years. -and former ger spent part of Christmas week
Yankee Manager Bucky• Harris in Huntingdon. Tenn.
would return td the big leagues. .Mr Richard Walston and son of
Harris now manages San Diego in Meragomery. Mich. spent Christthe Pacific Coast league. a Clsve- mas , week with his mother. Mrs
c.uompribeePtishe:
land 'Linn club.
Horace Walston. Mr. and Mrs. RuGeneral inanaser Ben Jones of dell Coursey and daught?r of Tenn
Calumet Farm anneunces that his spent Christmas week deith Mr.
crown champion. -Citati0..o." 'and Mrs. Lyman Coursey‘i
srt Lp
!:
it
h
come throulgh a lag operation
Mr. and Mrs. Mizell Jeffrea and
gra
l
I good shape.
childten of Union City. Mr.:. bilahle
BRINGS RELIEF WITH
Citation underwent a -firing- Jeftrey spent Sunday with' Mr. and
gvritY BREATH
operation for Ow removal of a Mrs. Stafford Cu.d
Mr. •J'fY.RiP R. Starks and son
growth on his left foreleg. A -firing" operation dissolves a growiErrett spent SUnday aftenmon with
You know what wonderful relief you get when you rub on
with heat trotn an electric neerile.-Mr. and Mrs. Frank 'Starks. Mr.
Vicks VapoRub!
After the operation' Citation -7 was and Mrs. Le. Reeves of near MurNow ... when yriu have •
placed in a restraining rope cradle ray Mr. and Mrs. Adelfert Reeves
r.aggIng, razpy cough pue to•
cold, here's a special way to toe
prevent him from kickine off the and childr.-e. slant Sunday with
to
KNOWN AS THE
'
DEFENDER OF THE CONS TiTuT
Vick,' Vapollub. It's VapoRub
Mr and Mrs Merle Andrus.
bandage.
Steam and it brings grand re°AMC. EBSTER- 1sir-2..UGH 141: iMPASSiONEO .1.4,E
Miss M Woodayy at Eastern. Ks.
The growth W114 discovsred after
tier in a hurry'
WAS CREDITED, ME THAN oNCE,t.i7t,HAVING HELPED
Put a good spoonful of Vielrs
Citation won the Tanforan hando, is rpending the hoociiiys with her
Vapoitub in a bowl of boiling
TO PRESERVE THE UNION.
cap in California on December 11.: mother Mrs. Ellen •Wo.odall. also
water
or vaporizer. Then
tie then was shipped to Flordia' him sister May of Mo.. is home•
TNROIGHOUT OUR HISTOR.V, IN TIMES OF C.O.'S'S, POEN
inhale the soothing VapoRub
l
with
r
mother.
In
rest,
Steam. The medicated vapors
for the operation and
LIKE WEBSTER- DEv3TE0 TO THE Casta..;E OF tallttit.'ir
peneolite direct to cold-oons
Mn. Bill Jackoon is vii,itinst
• AND UNION- HAvE STEPPED FORTH TO STRENGTHEN
ranted upper bronchial tubes
Frank
atives
an
Enrsh
Dexter
this
week.
Publicity director
and
bring
AND REAFFIRM AMONC., AEL, FACTIONS, TOWS r AND
PAL and Mrs. J. N. Reed and Non
of the Chicago Bears say.- its prowith every single
relif VICKS
VApctAug
breafhl
117 it!
ENELIE,"AMERICAN DEMOCRACY'.
isabir true that halfback George' of Delloil spent Christen:1$ with
McAfee. has retired from thl• Nil.' Mr :Ind Mrs. 5r?ti, ShOPT iker. Mr.

Sports Roundup

Read The Ledger'limes ClasFified Ads

News

..
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Not everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to The Ledger
everybody reads it.

RELIEF I

Dad's

Coughi
Cold..

•

PHONE PADUCAH 4833 COLLECT
216 Kentucky

Avenue

Paducab, Ky.

Crating, Storage and Shipping

ATTENTION
TOBACCO GROWERS
Dark fired tobacco sales for the season at Mayfield
and Murray will open on Monday, January 3rd. Warehouse floors at these markets will begin receiving tobacco
Friday Morning, December 31st at 7 o'clock.
Please listen to this, growers: each market will be allowed only four hours selling time per day the first week,
and only three hours selling time per day for each market
thereafter. This means the five floors at Murray and the
five at 'Mayfield will be allowed only 48 minutes selling
period per day each the first week, and only 36 minutes
per day to each floor thereafter.
Growers are urged to exercise,extreme care to
that their tobacco is in proper keeping condition when delivered to warehouses, since if it is marked -wet- they
will receive a discount or be -docked- 20 per cent as
result.
No tobacco will be unloaded on Sundays --- from 12
o'clock,Satwday night to 12 o'clock Sunday night. This
appliesqO both markets, Mayfield and Murray.
Growers Loose Leaf Floor

Doran Loose Leaf Floor

Jack Farmer

A. F. and T. C. Doran

Farris Loose Leaf Floor

Planters Loose Leaf Floor

DANIEL WEBSTER_-..2-1v,g/782-00:241852

•
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• MOVING IN 40 STATES UNDER I.C.C.

C.
seem

While the war was raging the Communists had their init-gerifS
in England, and in Germany. by
the thousands o they could decide which side of the
bread had the most bUtter on IT. lit Thum any wonder that
they infiltrated our State Department, and other important branches of the government during a period when the
President's wife was in demand as a left-wing speaker
from Maine to California':

OUR DEMOCRACY

- Local and Long Distance Moving

11'16

Bunnie and Cecil

Farris

Gus Robertson

Outlands Loose Leaf Floor
A. G. and J. W. Outland
Murray

Kentucky

c,../21,2/21,21EIZi'lari
.Z11
&,„,,IZ,,fi,71
..c.Z.t.7.-1/2/21B17
7
'F,,,/.77

•
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A New Hand

"Yvn‘kucNq BeAk's

•

Well folks,
the old 3 ear h
almost passed
a
way and the
year is aim.,- ,
here, It is tt.
time for Kentm
ky Bella to begini
het New.
.with
Year's letter.
-aZa
I hope each and ev,e)see, had
1
a Merry Christmas, As for myself,
I really enjoyed all the beautiful
Christmas gifts and being with all
my children and grandchildren
around the Christmas tree giving
out the gifts to each one preseet.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Thorn, Mary,
Harrison and Fay Nell, Mr. and
Mrs Evrette Bucy and sister. Elois,
and E. H. Simmons of Evansville.
Ind., spent the holidays %Cab their
parents, Mr. and J. C. Simmons,
North 13th street, and Mr. and
Mrs. Oren Bucy, Buchanan, Route
1.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ellis of Macedonia are visiting their children in
Nashville, Tenn.
Shoppers in Murray last week
from Hazel. Route 2 were Mr. and
Mrs. Bowden Ford and daughter,
Mrs. Coleman, Mrs. McClure, Mrs.
John Freeland, Mrs. Clayton, Mrs.
Errin Clayton, Mrs. Mary Wisahart,
and Mrs. Kelly Wisehait.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Outland of
Detroit are spending the holidays
with relatives and friends in Murray.
A big Christmas dinner was given
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. G.
We certainly hope everyone is Outland Sunday Which wes enjoyenjoying a very merry Christmas, ed by the home folks.
as for our family we are enjoying
Oh, yes, I met Mrs. H. C. Smith
at very much even tho we are haying our coldest weather this week
Orien Bucy. Little Miss Sarah
end that, has been this winter.
Marie Ferguson is also visiting her
Christmas Day visitors of Mr. grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Bucy.
and Mrs. Tom Vaughn were: Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Garner spent
C. W. McClure and Sharon of Mur- Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
ray. Mr. and Mrs. Glenneth Wise- Riley Parks and family.
hart and Donnie of Hazel Commufele and Mrs. Parvin Wilson and
nity. Mr and Mrs. William Cherry, Mr. and Mrs: Tollie Clayton visited
Lexington. Ky.. Mr. and Mrs. Ru- Mr. and Mrs. Will Carmody Sunday.
pert Sanders. Mr_ and Mrs. Vernon
Mr. and Mrs. Nalor Clayton and
Vaughn, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Al- Mr. and Mrs. Tilman Clayton and
ton. Jimmy and Janice. Mr. and children spent Saturday with Mr.
Mrs. David Upchurch, Nancy and and Mrs. Raymon Clayton and
Tommie. Mr and Mrs. David Hut- children.
son. Shirley and Garton. Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. Leland Burton and
Bill Simmons and Brooks.
children Spent Friday night with
Miss Eloise Bucy who has been Mr. and Mrs, Payton Nance and
employed in Evansville, Ind.. is family.
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Zolon Clayton and
children of Memphis are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Clayton.
Mr. and Mrs William Cherry and
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders spent
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Alton and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Chriaman and
son of Detroit, Ms.. are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Tollie Chrisman and
family.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Instantly—the moment
you put a few drops 7-1 •
Herbeet Clayton on the arrival of
of \ricks Va-tro-nol in a baby daughter at the Murray
each nostrtl--you'll feel
See /,
Hospital, Dec. 26.
your cold-stuffed nose
-,
start to open up 4nd glee you wonaerMr. and Mrs. Lee Garner spent
ful relief from sniffy head-cold distress. Monday
with Mr. and Mrs. Ruben
Va-tro-nol acta so fast because it works
right where trouble is. It relieves stuffy Dale and family.
congestion, and makes breathing caster.
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Clayton and
If used In time, VA-tree-not helps pre- son visited Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil
vent many colds from developing/ Try
Clayton and children Monday night.
It! Vicks Va.trce-nol Nose Drops.
"Brownie"

YOU'LL GET
DERN TIRED
OF THAT I t4
ike.0la A

YEAR!

•

rtc
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irk fori
t wait;
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usirhts. •
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PIP

NEW YEAR'S EVE
MIDNIGHT SHOW

VARSITY

SHE PUTS AN
EXTRA
esealiTHM
ssiortkof
Fe, the

FRIDAY
11:30 P. M.
Doors Open at 11:00

kw/

TICKETS

NOW

Buchanan News

Do This for
Head-Cold
Stuffiness!

ON SALE
at the
BOX OFFICE
. . ADMISSION . .
ALL SEATS
ELYSE KNOX
MARK WILSON
101IN HUBBARD

Tax Included

1111171
srp.
ss4f

Offko kr Feed and Feed Conservation Suggests:

N,M138

iii:NIL.. ray
Thursday and had a
chat. Mr. and Mis. Smith ceme from
Detroit a few months ago and
bought a nice home on the Concord
Hiehuay. I also nese Mrs. H. McDougal that afternoon and found
out that she knew Kentucky Belle
befole, I learned her name, so we
a
had a nice chet

Bernice Lee Walton of Griggs is
now visiting Mr. and Mrs. Dallia
Dartill this week.
Mrs. Wiry Darnell and Berniee
Walton were Sunday guests of Kentucky' Belle and husband,
Mrs. John Goodrich and daughter
were Monde; callers of Kentucky
Kentucky Belle visited 'air. and
Mrs. Nellie Smith Monday night.
. Mr. and Mrs. Tolly Clayton and
Bun Clayton of Mt. pleasant were
in Murray Monday.
Bill Pollard of Washington. D. C.,
is spending the holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Pollard.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Edwards, Mrs.
/lassie Outland and Kentucky Belle
and husband- spent Monday afternoon in Murray.
Well folks, good health and a
happy new year to all from Kentucky Belle. .

Geology Students
Learn know-How _
TIP
In "Air College

A "PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY

rf/avemcr.at

Save Witea-1! Save Aiwa! Save ilte Peace!
PEACE PLATE
No matter how chill the air in
northern sectors of the United
States these late winter days. the
February sun is warm in our southern carly-vegeta'ale areas. Already.
these sunny climes ere producing
spring vegetables which are making their way into many local markets, tempting the homemaker with
their green freshness.
Food specialists remind us to
make the most of these new vegetebles. And for Wednesday's Peace
Plate they recommend a main dish
making excellent use of new cabbage. Their suggestion is Ham
Hocks with Vegetables, really a
meal inetself requiring only salad
and'desscrt to be complete.
HAM HOCKS WITH VEGETABLES
2 pounds smoked ham hock*
Water to cover
4 onicos
6 earrots, scraped, cut lengthwise
4 potawes, peeled, cut in half
1 sat' II head .cabbage, cut in four
Wedges
Simmer ham hocks gently Until tender about two hours. Remove skin from
hocks, skim excess fat train broth. Cook
tokether the broth. ham and onions for
about 10 minutes. Add carrots and pvita!ohs and cook for about 10 minutes.
Then add cabbage and cook only about
In minutes more. Arrange ham and
vegetables on platter. Onions may be
sortntded with paprika if desired.

Serves 4.

MENU SUGGESTION: You can use
other new vegetables to round off this
meal. At your table Icy will undoubtedly enjoy a relish plate—strips of eelery. radishes and homemade pickles
And how about a horseradish sauce on
the. ham' Applesauce with cookies
would make a goad dessert. Here is a
menu designed to Mende food values
that mike fur wholesome eating.

FOOD TIPS: Cabbage is green
and tender when it's new. It's a
favorite food for low calorie diet
but naturally it should be supplemented with high calorie foods for
the average menu. For instance,
in three-fourths cup of cocked cabbage you get only 30 calories, not
much more than you would find in
half a pat of butter.
Crispness of this new cabbage is
important even when you're plan
fling to cools it. And of course you
know how desirable it is to have
such vegetables crisp and fresh for
slaw and salad. When you bring
cabbage from the market, you will
want to put it in the hydrator of the
refrigerator if there is room for it.
Guard against overcooking this
tender vegetable. Cabbage cut in
strips should be done in five minutes
or less. Wedges, like those called
for in today's Peace Plate recipe,
should be done in 10 to 15 minutes,

•
•
SAVE:JIVES!
*4.
Ledger & Times Classified Ads
Get Results.
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,tar 5,ng
Arne,
Manufactory —EitJbltsh•d 1910
540 So Brook Si - L n.e. lie 2.Ky

The Emmett Mavens Co.

How To Relieve

Bronchitis
Creomulsion reltcves promptly because
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and all nature to soothe and
heal mit:, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
III sell you a bottle of Creornulsion
with the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the cough
or sou are to have your money back.

/ The U. S. Department or Agristeep-sided valley left by a wan" culture maintalns a collection of
dering
glacier.
SALT LAKE CITY (UP)—The
wheat, from every country where
The old -Mormon Trail," used by wheat is grown,
geology department of the University of Utah does not have "both' Brigham Young and his followers
feet on the ground." And it's proud more than 100 years ago, was covered in minutes where the pioneers
of it.
Geology students at the Salt Lake needed days. Then, the craft was
City school frequently hold their over the Uinta Mountains, only
discussions at "cloud college," which major range in the country runis an airliner flying over L'eth's ning east and west. From thete,
she' plane returned to Salt Lake
scrambled terrain.
Officials say it's the only "cloud City through a pass in the convencollege" in the country. They claim tionally north-south but even more
that they can do in two hours in foreboding Wasatch Mountains,
the plane what would require at
least six weeks on the ground in AGILE 90-YEAR-OLDSTER
GIVES FOLKS JITTERS
the way of field studies.
BINGHAMPTON. N. Y. (UP)—"I
The classroom for the college is
a Western Air Lines DC3, com- am a- very unruly fellow," grinned
And His
plete with a pretty _stewardess. The John Florence as he gave the
Stallion
pilot on most trips is Robert Clark, neighborhood another scare.
He was out early knocking down
vetA•ran Utah flier.
'.3'he traditional method for stu- the porch steps to give them a
dents to get a first-hand look at fresh coat of paint.
"You know. don't you," he was
the various geological formations
and freaks is to make tedious treks scolded, "that you're scaring the
141M111111111RMISMAIMMIP'
neighborhood to, death climbing
by ground.
ladders and trees and taking down
College. Revived
In a state as vast as Utah, that the front steps."
Florence was fixing up the porch
tidies time.• So cloud college was
DOUitlf CROSSING KILLER . .. CAUCHT IN IIER CRIMES!
installed shortly before the war. steps in preparation for his 90th
to
kt•Otiiii
lte 0111
.5
(Al.
During the war years it. was aban- birthday celebration.
doned but it was revived recently
svith 20 students and instructors.
Others of the department's 400
students made later flights of SO
•
Hobert
to 100 minutes. Geology is a widelyi
i
t tiv,*
IIIIIIINIS
PAIGE
ff
studied subject in Utah because of
the many unique geological formaDireetedl he JACK BERNHARD
'P'10^
CLAS7TET. lE
tions found in the state, most of
'them remnants of the prehistoric
age when Lake Boneeville covered'
much of its present area. Great Salt
Lake is a remnant of Bonneville
The inital flight, beginning el
the Salt Lake airport, had the
in
twin-motored plane winging up the
meandering Jordon River for a
close look at the old and new
struam paths.
Then the geologist went over
the huge open copper pit at Bingham. America's biggest and richest
hole in the ground, and along the
ridge of the Oquirrh Mountains on
the west side of Salt Lake Valley.
Mormon Trail Seen
Pilot Clark next directed his ship
down Tooele valley for a view of
the "Stockton bar," a long, high
sand bank left by an ancient stream
where it emptied into Lake Bonneville. I,\
A close-up view
.
'
of lofty Mt.
—The picture with those ONCE-ONLY scenes that
Timpanogos, cast of Provo, came
you can never forget!., that film of such daring,
after a flight up a narrow, rocky,
such danger, such amazement, thrill and savage
larccovisvciclmutimarcvcarcici.
drama that if stands alone as the king of all
em
wilp! animal shows!... SEE IT NOW FOR YOUR
ft
THRILL OF THRILLS!
A

CREOMULS
ION
for Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis

CAPITOL]

FRIDAY
and Saturday

'
ALLAN

"ROCKY"

LANE

"The

BLACK JACK
• /

Bold

Frontiersman"

- SUNDAY and MONDAY

LC

reline

`KEMPS BALSAM

TODAY ONLY
THE BOWERY BOYS

VARSITY

"SMUGGLER'S COVE"

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

ALL
.111E KING OF THRILLERS!
JUNGLE

New Starr
Spinett Piano

Wish ail these features!

* Radiantube 5-Speed Cooking Units
* Twin-Unit, Even-Heal Oven
* Thermizer Deep-Well Cooker
* High-Speed Broiler, waist high
* lifetime Porcelain—inside and out
* Acid iesisting porcelain cooking-hp
* large utensil storage drawer
* Full 40-inch cabinet
Many others you should see!
Model RX 1 0

m Starr Spinett Piano
O
tHas longer strings,

largerg

ound hoard, heavier ae-2
4
with easier touch. 2
As low as
$485.00
With Bench
Free Delivery

A Cooldnp Top lornp and Cook •Moster Autentatit
Oton Control ton b. oddest at sligtst odditIonal colt.

See the Complete Line on
Display at

Iohnson'Appliance Co.
Your FRIGIDAIRE Dealer
South Side Square

A

n1.1.•`nr
,

$199.75

Telephorm 56

V

_

SEE
PYTHON vs. TIGER!4131
4
//VG
TIGER vs. CROCODILE!
GIANT LIZARD vs. MAN!
CROCODILE vs. PANTHER!
PANTHER vs. TIGER!
—and more, and MORE,
and MORE!

d'
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BACkA tiffr
fteleour

Harry Edwards
808 S. 5th St.
Phone 4431
Paducah, Ky.
I
' Laudimak).)..)....s.asommooka

THE SECOND

THRILUNG
CHAPTER OF

Plus

"SUPERMAN"

.00.
*

Oka

PACE

rouR

Jo Williams. Editor

Mrs. Ralph
Wear Entertain
Mr. and

With Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wear. 208
North Fifth street, were hosts at
tax o'clock dinner. Saturday evening, December 25. The lovely decorations throughout the home enhanced the Christmas spirit.
Seated at i.he table were: Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Wear and little
Linda Bayne. of Georgedaughter..,
town, Ky.: Mrs. W F. King. Memphis. Teen Mr. Torn Wear. PaduMr Boyd Wear: Miss
cah,
Jackie Wear: Miss Reubse, Wear
and the hosts

Club
Holds Pre-Christmas
Nleeting

Pottertown

y Ray el In
MIMr. and Met Hugh Thomas MeElnah of- Louisville. Ky., who bine
,
al: s aerie his 11•41'elli3 Ms
I been visiting his parents. Dr. ana
NI:, Wni Roy of St,.11a. •
••
Mrs. Hugh McElrath. during the
Yuletide Season, will return home a Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Braes&
L. Clark Family
today.
-have returned to their home in
••
Gather Christmas
:Fairfax. Ala, following a week's
Mr _and Mrs. Leroy Cox. holiday vssit-aeli Mr. Brausa's parents. Mr.
Day For Dinner
guests of her parents. Dr. and Mrs and Mrs. R. F. Brausa, North 5th St.
A pleasant Christmas day was Hugh McElrath, West Main street.
Mr. Brausa is supervisor of music
spent at the home Af Mr. and Mrs., left today. for their home
Col- ii the Fairfax bath sehool.
•
when
route
3.
Hazel
of
L.
Clark
J.
unjbia. Mo.
••
••
their children and .krancichildren
in
.Ditine,
guests
the
,
home of
gathered at thn home with gifts
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus McDaniel. Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Scruggs Wedand baskets of food.
returned
to Detroit, : riesday evening were Rev. and Mrs.
and baby have
The day was enjoyed by all following a visit aith her parents. • W Q. Scruggs. Brownsyille, Tenn.,
present and the afternoon was spent Mr. and Mrs. Ronald. Churchill.
and Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Holt, Miin renewing acquaintances and canlan. Tenn.
versation.
••
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Ford will
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.n spend the week -end with relahves.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Lumsden of
Lewis Can- and daughter Wanda., in Paducah.
! Essex. Mo. have returned home
••
Mrs. Addle Carr, Mr. :mud Mrs,l
• following a visit with the latter's
Selan Carr and daughter of St.; Mr. and Mrs. 'Joe Ritchie of mother, Mrs W. B. Scruggs and
Sturdi-1
Buck
Mrs.
Louis, Mr and
Madisonville spent the Christmas Mr. Scruggs..
••
vant of Detroit. Mr. and Mrs. Woods; holidays with Mrs. Sadie Shoeard Clark and son of Paris Mr. Edd; maker and Freddie
I Guests in the home of Rev. and
• •
I Mrs. J. H. Thurman during the
Clark of Paris. Mr. and Mrs. Euel •
'Christmas holidays were Mr. and
Hale. Miss Georgia Hale, Gene
Hays
Miss Bettie
Mrs. R. H Thurman, this city, MIHale. Mr. and Mrs. Billie RaspTenn., and Mr. x•r, Mrs II': ..•!.ss
berry and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.'
and Mrs. Ben Scruggs, Barbara
loto4Hoskins
a
Durwood Lovett, Mr. and Mrs.
or Min Ann and Nancy. Buchanan. Tenn..
ville were holidae
Olus Allbritten. Mr and Mrs. J. L
paren.s. ad Clifton Thurman, Nashleille,
ita•
Hays
lard
Mrs.
Clark. and Mr. and Mrs. V. E.
• Tenn..
•
Mr. and Mrs. W e
••
.

l'hone

1114:,
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Beginning Tomorrow'and.Lasting
Through January.8.

The
Pottenown • Homemakers
Club met Tuesday. December 21. at
10:00 od..k at the home of Mrs.
J. A Outlani with 11 members and
sex visitor enjoying the lovely
Christmas dinner.
Charles Baucurn.
Mrs. Outland opened the meeting Scarbroughs
Memphis State Col.,
wah prayer and the scripture readh.s
Tenn.. spent the ho,i.iay.,
inc wi's by Mrs. Mildred Ragsdale Entertain At
father. T 0. B1131.211111,
Re.:! call Walt answered by each Home Christmas
- _
rnenaber telling of eneaf its fansMr. and M.s •Clads
SsarRich.:
Mrs.
and
Mr.
sly Christmas cusaorts.
Corpus Christi. T. x
;1414
Paincia mt ••
• iv • •
••••
frii.'nds'and reLliv,s f
--Conduct Cues for Travel", the brough and daughter
route
on
home
their
sey community.
in an- lesson was given by Miss tertamed at
•T/TV"
el.
.
‘
1"
'•
Ds la Outland. The major project 1 on Christmas Eve.
Attending the event were Mr.
•:Fitting Dresses-, was preof
Jr.
Hoak
Mr. Emery
ciarner.strate.d by Mrs.. anj Mrs Clayton Kennedy, parents Michigan, is vianng his
seated
_
and
Mr.
and
Scarbrough
Ou-1.:nd Mr- Larene Cooper, the of Mrs.
Mr.. and Mrs. Emery Hook
grandparents
Keraserlsa
,s as absent due to Mena F. N.
otra:
Christmas holidays:.
illness.
of Mrs. Scarbrough.
Gala were egetanged --ty the
Gifts were distributed by PArimtrebers nal a box is being sent csa. after which a dinner was sereto a family in Holland. Two baskets ed.
This was the fern Christiflasii
Imre filled fur two local girls who
have been seutins for 15 years
twenty flen years that Mr. and Mrs
from I
After gnaes were playsd and
F N Kennerly had benn away
w
sung the
Urn-ran case's were
tneir home.
'
•
C
ernoy-.
club adjourred to meet 'with Mrs.
The party was elute: but
Mr
Lunne McCuiston or. January 11.
able and It as antieipatad that
be
and Yrs. F. N. Kennerly will
honored agair. en New Years •EVE II
Dinner Held At
Distributed b I filed Feature S)ndicate. Inc.
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ONE RACK DRESSES
Beautiful, well

Chun.hills
dressed men and women.
new
aid Mrs Ronald Churchill, I Comes now, for a change. a
:undressed
East Main street, entertained with list-the nations 10 best
a dinngr Wednesday. December an women.- Now don't get upset. The
Innuded in the gracious hospitalay Swim Suit Manufacturers of Amer- •
-e Mn. W E King. Memphis. Ica made the selection And rain
M a H. p Wear. aLes Will Starks.; rally; the girls are chosen for nos
Ma Anr..e Wear: Mass Reubie! they look in aquatic togs
Wes:. Miss En-ay
Mrs TornThe list was drawn up in
mie Walker Selmer. Tenn. and noon no, as you'd expect, 501555 41
the hosts.
the gals are movie stars--Virginnel
Mayo. Jar.is Paige. Jane Russell.
Betty Grable, and, of course. Esther
ew List Of Ten
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nationally advertised ...
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10.95
12.95
14.95
16.95

6.95
7-95
8.95
10.95

19.95

14.95

24.95
29.95

18.95
19.95

Not.

COATS and SUITS
Just a few
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left

Your choice

for

C.

1

SALE

SUITS

$49.50 SUITS NOW
$55.00 SUITS NOW
$70.00 SUITS NOW

$39.50
$44.00

ToPcoeTS

2.00

tTrr

STA/HILTS

tn.
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Haze
of S,

128 count •-•-.34.
72x99
72x108
81x99
81x108

(

2.19
2.39
2.39
2.49

36 inch Sheeting,

19c
79c

Heavy LL quality
81 inch Heavy
Sheeting

SWEATERS

BLOUSES

One odd lot, values to $7•95

One lot, values to

Now . . S2.95
Now

$4.(i

$1.95

Now

One lot Twin Sweater Sets

S7.95

Piece Goods
One table 54 inch WOOLENS,

•

$1.95
98c

to $2.95 - 53.95, now
One table PRINTED FRENCH CREPE,
Regular value S1.49, now
Values

Hats

Uniforms
NMI

Your choice of

lot slightly soiled

entire stock

S3.95 and

$1.00

$4.95

$1.95

Girls Sweaters
One lot sizes 2-6

and 26,732,

Regular $2.95 values at

• BOYS SWEATERS at

$1.49
si00

Blankets

Shoes
One table Shoes, odd lots

All wool Blankets

$7.95

• One table at

$2.49

Regular $3 95. now

S1.95

of better Shoes

Indian Blankets

/4

•

/
1
2

den,
$20.0
230
Ky.

n'ift
spar
Adu:
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_
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bath

/
1 2 Price
$4.95
STANDARD QUALITY SIIEEKt

TOP COATS
$40.00 TOPCOATS NOW
$50.00 TOPCOATS NOW
$65.00
NOW

1 rack
One rack . .

N
Best Appears
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CHAPTER TWENTX-SEVEN7 stumng clean as Martha would &In
iways leave her kitchen come nell
WAS a tevr nights laer
t
water
that Ann
as alone tn the
ihere was milk in the icebox I
tying-repent Sarah' WAS SlInIng and Alin %named it a little before i
.n she ailed a oowl and put It aowr.
iotnewhere 'arid heic•Ing
en Martha s shining clean linea ;11,Inci Rally ana *um While the puppy with a.
al-Ins
:he servants Had inr.g ago ir.eredalcui, exi.rez,si,-)n as thour
:lc sure thk: must besome far.
..tone,. to bed. The hns yens
tra
v
:
.
a
Creigil a pbpern
d eta
su.
t gri!
b Ar
'lose to eleven and Airri.:was•
nd some
acas
•Istening subconsciously for cooked green °I
beans and cut It u•
tnlinh. as' she herself- sat fine and put it on a ilcan pap.
7urlecl up in a deep chair be_ beside th: oca-1 of -rillk
'Poor little wrap' .ne said
r•etn open window
she aatrbeti the starviag Paatin
Her heart telt ea ruary a.s eat -Where did you find him?'
Olympic stars-Diver Vicki Dra- 1 though it had been wound around
'In a vacant lot down the street
yes and 5v:tinnier Zoe Anne Olson a nuke stone She fen that if she where some person toc g,.
the
tried
tc
stand
up
weiatit
of
nearted' to kill a.dcg tosten
HOLLYWOOD-I: s tr.e end of' -also share the spotlight.
net neart anale bend her doesale (vat to starve.- said Tracy
another year-a-1 erne again we've! A ballerina and a circus taapiesel tnn rouldn t manage the slightest
'Ordinarily I'd have naked he.
lib ar• nth. • a.
irnallest resemblaree of a laugh at to a hentourger and let rum alma
'he absurdity of such a thought
o.it he's such a little guy-I wasn •
She rtac not heard a ear in the even sure Ix could eat I st
n.
Ira',e. Out suddenly there was a motrurs worried to death abet.'
gentle anocit at the open window nm - that as. if she's alive ars•
beside which Inc sat. ...id she !saint been teased out to suttee
ierked to her feet In shwa alarm
lust as a voice that would always
After awhile the puppy cenee
tug at her heartstrings said quick- est no more. He reenaded tin
ly. "Don't be frightened. Ann-it's 'cant remains of nu
incredibly
only me"'
ample supper essayed
Else stared 'througn the open bite, had to give It up anothe:
as a bao
window at Tracy. avho mosed so Mb and turned to Alan.
that he stood In the square of 1-C- a little creeping to her cringing
licking at
low light and she could .es nen The tip of her shoe. trying in
even.
clearly Tucked beneath Ins arm way he knew to thank this
unwas a small, completely miserable oelievatny xinel person
had i
and very frightened puppy. a little fed him and petted hint who
yellow morgrel of a dos: not more
Ann tent swiftly and eathereo
Our entire stock of men'
s suits and
than a month old at the most
the 'mail cringing boriS liatc net
srm looking for room and board arms and held him
dose
topcoats ... all brand new fresh merchanfor a pal of nune " Tracy went on lankcid at Tracy wanes the
'
quickly inceratine the little dog. cenly that was quivering now
"And
I
thought
of
you
with
all
del
.
i
ii
tth
ir
t
a
very
becoming
to
nu
dise • . . at radically ieduced prices. We
this fine, handsome lot -• trtny
noble place fey a pup to !earn to Tracy told her .mildly
ano lit a
must reduce our stock to make room for
bury brines atsd with the assur- cigarette with a hand
that shook
ance that tomorrow he can dig 'em ju-t 3 little "ThAr.ks fru
f;•eclIne
up again-"
him-I guess he and I had better
new merchandise. Come early!
Ann made a little gesture toe•sing
ward.. the door and Tracy grinned.
'Iles Senn* n o a he r e - why
"Well. It was • bit late and sh eilri he'. He's at
home!" Ann
there tiers no hunts in the house, seal fl: trey
except in this room. and I didn't
T:as y etudien her for a moment
want to frown the whole hops. so a alenm of tenderness in
his
I snuck acound to this window. hin. a hint of warm laughter eyes
tn his
and there you were. And you were voice as he said mildly. "I'm
afraid
the one I wanted to see"he ex- to bet Ilea got fleas?"
plained briskly. and then nig voice
"So what?" Ann said
slowed and his eyes were warm playing *an the puppy'sserenely.
and it 'ad" "Isniere-emell alwses S atiny ears. -Pcdierees floppy
aren't
be tr.e one
want to see, any smart noisadays - it's not she
time. anywhere-the only.one-" were a fc-ilow s ancestors')
It'sAnn said, her voice thick shak- wise is !he fellow? Not
what did
en. "Tracy my dean"
they have-but what can you do?"
For a cacerient the,, stood vsay
still, lust loo rig at .each otncr TRACY stiffened just a
Slittle and
had then the pappy whined faintlooked at her hard: a little,
ly. and Tracy loaked down at him. trace of calor
crept
intoher
and his free hand "armed the Cheeks, and she
went on without
small. round 'hare need.
'cretin* at him. "And my father
"I think the hide care., hnnani• used tn ..ay a.few
fleas were ear*,
Ann-sappoaa these s at-al/lira ae fer •dog• -they
Keep ram active.
could do abe,• t
Tnitit
Put s teen/ bath with flea soap
eel anxio-qy
antraa, bit of sulphur in his food
The mime loolied at Ann Is twlrg a week will
take care of the
though he unnarstood what Trace Rem Very simply!"
"
thurned
ad ‘atIoWatd
l his
,
, bet hi;ticral:aes
d wite.all
eenveTr
ia Isea-Yell'aipdri
$32.00
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Aral rate him a sent glance
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flnkse :1 away bef.,re hr rould tit
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surd. tail thnt was lust a servo: OtPte
it had been thore at all
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-are You lust finding that •
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said Ann and felt a little warm
An:, eake,1 lip at him for Mat
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,at the thnlehl a iner-1
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gentlenew and kindmses
to all email and defenseless Lldntt "it
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mum EL433711111
and Save Money

Louisville. The old forms have been
-••••••••*
in use for about ten years, me.
.Blackerby said.
•
_
FOR SALE--Eleven weaning YorkFOUND-Liver spotted bird dog.
•
shire grade pigs - J. J. Gough, No identification tag.
Have for
LEXINGTON - A 32-year-old
Bentun, Ky.
D30c payment of ad and feed hilLLexington woman who, was aflictWarner Dempsey, Orchard Heights
ed with a stisange malaly which
FOR SALE-Refrigerators. popular Apt. II. Identify.
D312
had baffled doctors through lhe noForeign Aid
•
,brands. Two late Model corn plantion died LAM night.
LOST-Monday
morning
Marshall
The
around
plan
nations
are
ters-Rudy Dunn. Midway on HaMiss Allie T. Graham had been
square,
coin
purse.
reportedly
Reward.
ready
to
Call
ask
Uncle
Sam
zel Highway.
D30p
ill for seven years and Seriously
255. Contains jewelry of senti- to put four and ope-half billion dolill for the past three.
tfc lars in the European recovery kitty
FOR SALE-Studio couch, Westing- mental value.
Her story drew public attention,
next year.
house refrigerator, Motorola rain july of 1947 when she was taken
dio, battery or electric. Savoil ker- LOST-Washing machine lid beThe amount would cover the,i1949
()gene stove. Phone 1147-W. D30p tween Hazel and Farmington on expenditures of the four-year pro- by air ambulance from Lexington
December 6. Please write Wayne gram that is designed- to make to the Mayo clinic in Rochester.
Wright, 212 Oak St., Mayfield, western Europe economically self- At that time she weighed only 35
pounds.
,
Ky. Reward. ,
Jlp sufficient by 1952.
For Rent
Miss Grs!sam was at mayb's ler
An unofficial survey mace by a
11 months. She gained some weight.
special ERP representative shows
FOR RENT - A garage apartment.
She came home ietsexington last
there
important
that
have
inbeen
furnished. Call 687-4-3 or 1053-M.
June. aod then begoi a' decline.
dustrial gains in the wartorn deDoctors were unable to diagnose
mocracies
during
the first 12
----her illness.
FOR RENT -3-room
months of the aid project. For inunfurnished
certificates will have a stance, the survey reveales that
garage apaitment. Hot and cold
lies'.
......lt
year.
Back Bay Comes Afoul
Anthe
for
new
water. Available Janaary 1.- 1621
production of srsel bigots in nine
nouncement
was made today. countries went up 25 per cent since
BOSTON (UP -Water\eller, 73,
Farmer Ave.
131p
- - - through the State Department of April. The output of electrical en- of the Back Bay Lection, estimates
FOR RENT-My home thrss n. lea Health, by Mr. J. F. Blaskerby.- ergy climbed 10 per cent in Wes:erre that during' the past 18 years he
north of Murray on hisnway, gar- State Resistrar, of a change in the Europe and hard coal production has spent $1,444 on daily feedings
form of all birth certificates to ruse 18 million tots.
cf Boston's pigeons.
den, pasture and truck
patch.
$20.00 per month -C. M. Griffin. be used after January 1.
Here at holt* defense secretary
230 North 4th Street, Paducah, • Atomic age babies nave their 'Forrestal has come out for millbirth records kept in the latest and -tab, as well as economic help to the
s
Ky.
•
J4c most efficient way; they
are pho- non-communist-countries across the
Lnuis Browns- third Lasemat
RENT- -Two room furnished tographed on microfilm. As a clear- Atlantic. He admits that the Inhis five-year-old d3t.ghter. Judy. pain!
Bob Dillinger
aisirtment. Possession January 1. er print can be obtained from crease in foreign aid fund; would
playhetiNe he ir.itcle for her in the yaid of his Montrose
Adults only. Phone 113-J. 601 White paper, the certificates will require some hard decisions in
VARSITY THEATRE
Oalif..'home Dhlinger is reported to be carrying the highes*
West Main.
D31c be white hereafter, .instead of blue, Washitngton. But Forrestal says
as they -have been for several years. that the nation's security is directly,"Smugglers Cove." 11 Hr. 5 Min.)
!^leuett. er. to rr2ntrdly being sour,
in the
^
crIce
FOR RENT - 3-room apartment,
Seine of the items on the new related to the self-reliance of west- Feature Starts: 1:25-3:00-4.35-6:10Li tin'New Y.
s
Jurnished, furnace heat, private form have been rearranged to facil7:45-9:20.
ern Europe.
bath. 1200 Main.
J1c itate coding of the information reHe warns that the atomic bomb t FOR RENT-3 large unfurnished corded, and, at the bottom of the alone does not guarantee a victoryi
certificate, there is a completely in any future war.
FIPPES LINDA
rooms upstairs. private both_ Price
new section. This is labeled "For
The warning was contained in a ,
reasonable. Phone 771-M. 101 N.
'Medical and Health Use Only,- and 172-page report on tha general deY'StIti" OUVS-co IS A Slain,.
STARTING TODAY
12th St.
LL
-5V-=sIo SWAB t0045T'9 OOTTA 65
Jlp I the information given in this space fense outlook. Forrestal said the
LICKED, AM My
cciay the Ledger & Times
----- will be considered confidential. It nation has grown stronger under'
1:216•IT'CU
FOR RENT-Modern four-ropm
BAG O'Di1465 i3
a- I will
AVE 720PEVSLuna
the
first
604t
of
three
cartoon
VILI7 LAM)
not
appear
photoon
certified
*
partment. unfurnished
the new military unification lass .
f'''S svisissasoys
siss Ks:nos-our
Electric
strlos aa a reminder to all to
paw AN'EVIR5
V/ALLO____..
.
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hsat. private bath.- Available Jan- static copass of birth csrtificates.
But he urges congress to make six
join the 1919 Starch of Dimes
, O014C MOO
••.-..
-•These changes will be elective major changes in the statute ta
--,.
ir:.'.!-0,
uary 1.-Ronald Chqrchcii, telei
`t
.
f
.
.:-'.2.,!!
Last
vas
year
a
black
one
_
in all states, and have been timed strens.then central control over the
.7-- CAN
phone 7.
in polio history. So we are
J1c
-•ki.41.)
'1?244.1a"",
coincide with the new decennial Army. Navy and Air Force. He ssy..-1
`,41_
;
ansloaa to .rooperate in the
-resaason of the intermit'mat Lilt the r.'wers of the (defense se_rstars !
fight a ..-ost Infantile paraly, •
". 7." r^ APLof Death Causes, which becomes should b.c mese elearl- de
'
Services
sis.
T :..le cartoons v.-virile
,
.---- 1 ,. , ".% *or
t(s-44
efsfective January L Isaq
l'
h'
.e
e,ot reed of.
SS,...•
asin_prepa-ation for the change. all buncb's. of thi_ ar.asel s.4.ry.tleas
Nati
t Fp: Itdatiort (or In1' 52
'19_0
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ROWLAND RefrigerstIon Sales a
12”.
!are It
dIld forms are being collected by.the should be dropped from the nationand its local
taervice. Supplies. Phorie 993-3
.
.71 Mune
chapter to replenish funds eslocal r:gitars throughout the state, al security conncil.
Hazel Highway, one bloc's
te Listed in fighting polio last
south and are being returned to Mr.
AS 2 .2.-79• SISAL
of Sycamore Street.
1..C.11VM 45 14.4161
summer.
tf Blackerby's office, 620 S. 3rd street,
AS:DC!
For Sale

Strange Malady
Claims Victim

Lost and Found

Read the Leager & Times Classified Ads

Marshall Nations
Want Half Billion

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
11 015111
I-1 o respond
6- Ancient Baia•n
PeoPl•
II-Place tor worahlp
13-To seat again )4-Supplication
16-timilli wave
1111-Rawanan dish
17-Morning prayer
19-Atmosphere
30-Ia miataken
22-Pole
33-Transgressions
24- Cooing slowly
26-Arbiter
26-Hearing organ
w'

I

•

Offered

1l!

.JAL412oupsz HO JAUOM UMA Ar daNfaM BEAU 4

,ri

UOWP.

s

9

3

15

la
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,[7i7
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St .s1
../
72:24

27
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EMMEAMMAIMINI
MIMMUMMMUMMEM
MOM= WOMMEM
MEMO MIME=
MOM INIMME
14

la& Or P.M ••••••• audio. Y.

S.AVIale
MONEY IS
SMART, BUT
its/iNG 0535
Lqrs

Go.o
- uzrbv!

FERE YOU ARE,14
MISTER -TI-US LJTI-LE
P1505/ OCINT WANT
Tow
MARirET -4
AN' 1-1E DON'T IMM4T
TO STAY AT WOMS14S WANTS 70 JON 4
71.sE MAIKI
,
OF P9/ES
Fleiser
rNFANTILE'

ISO MAMA- M222.2
DON'T BO' A1.50WE
SEAkl•Soa.v,od 1.150
VS DONT BUY A
saTE2-ASTOL....
Vs &FM)01.42
IttagEV 70 DER
MARCH LP 094ES:

1-Noise of gunshot
2-Dominion
9-To Imitate
4-Mollusk
6-Pertaining to
aUssue
6-Gratifies
7-Blood-carry tog
teasel
8.-taper
9-To toend
10-15kIt4
11-liat dages
13-Short
la-Rocky pinnacle
21-To talk under
Cf.91
23-Th.n line
25-Rested
77-3mr.11 number
29-To turn around
31-Prepares for print
32-Legislative body
33-Hat ornament
34--Obsereed
Sti-One who Unwire
furtItely
37-Least set
38-On a bias
41-Ftii
44-To sow
45-Paper mea.ure
kg-Prefix. three
50-Wine cup

SIKH UCCLE
41942.1411.9!ccc
VILL MAKE OEM
CAnat4 VOW
IsOPPY- LAO
XIS URA

escsts
T250:

Rocket Ships In
Near Future

We Will Be Closed
January 1, 1949.
This includes both the Warehouse and
Feed Mill.
(Note to Members)
If you have not mailed in your card to
change the Articles of Incorporation,
please do so today.
CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION

Telephone 207

FOR HOME BAKIN

• •

We recommend

JERSEY CREAM
KENTUCKY PRIDE
FANCY BISCUIT FLOUR

Milled fioni
theto.best grade home grown
wheat for trenpe folks.
•

MTIAKt
WOO
rir Ngal PIMM
NUDDRW_IM[40W W:i
ij MU:s: ORB
Ix
DANUSWAq

jl.

*

A P 02E
CIO
NiCa

-r to

igIN=Ilmesmm.mapftWe=ww.•
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L
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IiM
PS

Lit

92-Most domesticated
93-To cut off, as a
sil.able
54- Wit*
7

1

I

ace

VP-Weight UI India
31 -Lauded properties
36 U rode eiuped
cot.nut
39 -Belated
40-Freight tract
42-To fold
43-Those iu cam
44.-Drain
46-inlet
47-Tester of foods
49-To lose atrength
61-Cubic measure

Birth Records
rocTs 2e Changed

I

AN1411111 10 1•115*1111• r1 It,.

--- Ask Your Grocer

Mayfield Milling Co.
, Incorporated
MAYFIELD, KY.

Buck Rogers and his rocket ships
may not lac 500 years in the future.
after all-they may be just around
the corner.
Secretary of Defense Forrestal
lifted the veil around the future a
bit today in his annual report an
ciefense.
He talked about what he called..0
an "earth satellite vehicle program.- He gave no details. But
icivntists are working on them
They are discussing the possibilities of shooting rockets beyond
the pull of gravity-guiding them
by ratho to any target on earth.
How will it he done. Well, some
scientists told United Press Science
writer Paul Ellis that some day
there'may be military bases 22.000
miles above the earth. And there
may be man made satellites-little
planets, you might say. drifting
around the earth. ready to plunge
on a given target when someone on
Earth pushed a button.

Arresters of
Catholic Leader
Excommunicated
The Roman Catholic Church has
taken its strongest measures against
Persons involved in the arrest of
.r,Aph Ca rdi4011 MIndSzenty
the
Catholic leader at Hungary.
The v. tic
his excommunicated
from the efturch all who tcoic....part
in the arrest-firm Hungariim
Premier Dobi down to the Caltiinal's
guards in prison, and the policemen
who arrested him.
The excornmunicatioas were de:reed by the rot-oast-Tint congiegallon-- a high church -body.
The exenmmuilicstion means
'hose involved in thy arlest ea
an longer rartake of the sacraments
fthe church. And only the Pope
can forgive them and alloy them
back into the church ,
Catholics all over the world are
PruteSting the arrest of the caeca,al on grounds of treasoe to Hunssrss

Negro

NANCY
OH, JANIE --- I HAD
SUCH FUN TODAY
KiCKING MY
FOOTBALL AROUND
HOUSE

You Can't Blame Her

By Ernie Bushmiller

BUT IT CERTAINLY
TAUGHT ME
ONE THI7•*---

I DEFINITELY DON'T WANT ANY
CHILDREN WHEN I GET
MARR ED
r

P.S.

PIO.

..Sess.sse.aesautsSar-

<>
- oee - 3.4

•••11

ABBIE an- SLATS

Horror Among Thieves

-A BALMY NIGHT-AN OPEN ROADA MELLOW MOON.-WHAT DOES IT MAKE
YOU THINK ABOUT, CHARLIE -

"-

•

THAT NEW HORROR
MAN
WI1H 'THREE HANDS'
1

By Raeburn-Van Bureo

PROGRAM-" THE

IT OPENS WITH A MANIAC
LAFFIN; A CHILD SCREAMINt.
WHICH 15 FOLLOWED,
NATURALLY,E
.
"A
"THUD"-

C.,.

LI'L ABNER
TI-4 REASON WE IS
CHARGIN'YO'A DOLLAH
APIECE,T'LET 10'-K1Dtaltko
HER,IS BECUZ SHE IS
OUR_QOUSIN
WE
(soial.r) LOVES HER
DEARLY.!,r

Veterans

Carver Institute. Paris, Tenn..
Is approved for your training.
You will receive up tic 5129 a
month uhile you are in school.
Courses run ss long
as 34
months. If sou have as much
as an eighth grade educasian
It will pay you to come to Paris.
NOW!

•

I it, Ur.
.•••••••
.•• • •'
S. POI. 011.-04 r:g1••

Fooa for Thought
BUT, WE'LL G;VE FULL VALUE
FO'YORE MONEY.r.l.'NOW SHE'LL COME.
QUIETLY.°
.'

THEN THERE'S A
ONE
BLOOD-CURDLING MCAN... MC RE
IT'S SPONSORED BY THE PROGRAM
HEADLESS HORSEMAN
LIKE THIS
CHEESE COMPANY.
AND I MIGHT
YOU'LL LOVE THIS ONE- COMMIT
THAT 15-IF YOU CARE
-ONE-FOR UNUSUAL MURDERS --

By Al Capp
Er-- THAR'S ANY OTHER
RELATIVES 0'CURS YO'
WISHES T'KIDNAP OR KILL
-WHICHEVER IS •rt..)RE
FANCY-WE KIN MAKE
A DEAL."'

GREAT scarr ff
THEY MAKE.
US SEEM
DECENrir

•

sr

Si
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TIMES. MURRAY, KENTUCKY

keting quotas are in effect.
Today's action marks eh settlsment between backers of flexible
supports. and soUthern delegates!
who advocated price supports at al
rigid level of 90 percent.
Delegates
also
recommended I
amendments to the long-term farm0
program bill to make it possible,
for producers of any agricultural'
commodity to qualify for mandatory price support "through adoption of acreage adjustment. marketing quota, or marketing agreement
programs."
Under the law as it now stands.
supports are mandatory only for
basic commodities. Non-basic commodities would be supported
from 0 to 90 percent, at the discretion of the Secretary of Agri-. e
culture.
Delegates reiterated their support
of any marketing agreements and
orders "which assure consumers an
adequate supply of farm products
at equitable prices and help to protect producers from disastrously
low prices"
They recommended that Congress
amend the Commodity Credit Corporation charter to allow the Corporation spfficient flexibility of
operation AC discharge its responsibilities in connection wit farm
programs.
"At the same time, we recommend
elimination of the provisions of the
charter which limit the CCC's
RAIN. RAIN. DON'T GO AWAY—Little ladles of fashion love
ability to provide storage facilities
the patter of the raindrops when they're protected by a
for its own stocks and to meet
plaid-lined raincape and matching umbrella This one, deemergency situations." the Resolusigned by Sh•rbrooke, is roomy enough to flt comfortably
tions Committee declared.
over bulky winter garments.
75, of Alexandria,
Voting delegates turned thumbs
75 YEA11143 YItt'Nflr—Mrs. Annie Dunbar,
during an
down on compensatory income or
Va., skates with seven-year-old Joan T. Hobeck,
fective January 1. 1950 It stipu- price payments. They declared thz.t
skating rink in
all-sports night birthday party given at a
to "play
lates that prices of basic farm Section 32 funds should be -held
honor of her 75th birthday anniversary. Deciding
swimmastered
rapidly
she
birthday,
commodities 'wheat. corn, cotton. inviolate" for use in helping to
65th
her
on
a little"
circurice, tobacco and peanuts shall be maintain farmer's purchasing powming, cycling and Jitterbugging and "expects to be in
Convention Highlights
supported at from 60 to 90 percent er, and in encouraging domestic
lation for some time yet."
_
ATLANTIC CITY. December 27— of parity as supplies are larger or 1 consumption and exportation of _
farm products
One of the biggest and most im- smaller than normal. A 10-year Other
nto Convention Hall to listen to : told the delegates that "we must
Decisions
pressive conventions in Farm Bu- moving average basis for computsuch headline speakers as Secretaryl make sure that the farmer is not
A host of other issues were also
reau history ended today. as dele- ing parity is also included in the
of Agriculture Charles Brannan,1 made goat" in any future economic
considered by the voting delegates.1
gates voted unanimously to renew bill
President Harold Stassen of the recession.
Here are some major objectives
support of variable price supports , However, delegates, directed the
University of Pennsylvania, HanHe asked the meeting to wo:k
which will be sought. by Farm
and modernized panty, as provided Board of Directors to "give serious
son Baldwin of The New York toward more effecave conservation,
Bureau during the coming year:
in the long-term farm bill passed consideration to recommending"
Times. Senator .George Aiken. ile.1 better diets and higher consumer
1 • Early ratification of the proby the 80th Congress.
supports at 90 percent of parity for posed Internationl Trade Organi- Vt.'. and Beardsley Ruml. noted • income, industrialization of unde..This law Is due to become ef- basic commodities .on which mar- zation: renewal and ratification of economist.
levelopsd areas and other rnensuras
In h:s keynote address. AFBF designed to maintain a healthy
.4.
The Internation Wheat Agreement:
(011•1111•1
•
and expansion of Reciprocal Trade I President Allan Kline urged the agriculture in a high-production
program and other efforts to secure I nation's farmers to keep thair economy.
sights fixed on three major objecConcern over the continuing
expanded world trade.
2. Coordination of conservation tives: attainment of a sound and trend toward large commercial
programs on a decentralized bass, prosperous economy with a stabi- units in farming was voiced by Mr.
with research activities assigned to lised price level, lasting world Stasson 'This trend is significaat
and alarming, since the family-sized
Manias` and education.1 peace; and better rural litang.
"Farmers must also work hard farm is the -predominant keystone
demonstrational and technical
t
funclion
tion given to Extension Service to keep big government responsible .of agriculture." he declared.
(this reaffirms the previots Farm o the people." he said, citing the , Several of the speeches were deland-grant college system as an voted to an appraisal of the cur nt
Bureau position!.
3. Creation of a national mone- outstanding c. x -maple of adminis- world situation. Two euerts—Han'scan Baihwin and Bearsley Ruml—
tary commission ,po study methods , retire decentralization.
Mr. Kline warned that federal. warned the convention that war
for long-term stabilization of general price level_ The delegates agiescies--"straight-hneakfagenciesa threats will continue. and farmers
strongly opposed reimposition of with authority direct fib, Wash- must help support an adequate deington to communities throughout fense program.
price tontrols in peacetime.
Boih President Kline and Briga4 A -reasonable" minimum wage the country--tend to get into pardier General Hugh 'Hester 'in comfor labor and development of a nun politics
-There are- no bettei examples i mand of the Philadelphia Quartervigorous antimonopoly program
. Delegates also voted to increase than agricultural agencies:* he ela- master Depot' urged ..(armres ts
state dues to the national organi- borated. "There are riq excepttons.' cOntinue their support of the Ma'
zation. to 75 cents a year starting It takes some longer than •oIhars.i shall Plan as a "lasting investment"
•
in world peace.
in 1950 annual state dues is now that's all"
50 cents.
,Thc permanent price support -Truman Message
Other highlights of the convention
Ilisse's Address
bill was described by the AFBF
Adoption of these policies climax- leader as "offering hopeekfor a inelji,d04. a Message sent from
ed the most important farm meet- truly prosperous economy
Bill Piesider7, Truman just before the
ing of the year During the four I contaias the conviction that it. a saveareh-making began, "Only when
days of the convention, more than I farmer wants a high standard of farmers have confidence in their
6.000 farm people from all sections! living he must, protect the right to r markets and in their farm programs
of the nation flocked to Atlantic' produce the things best suited to can the nation except continuation
City to discuss farm policies which market demand. Mr. Kline empha- of record crops,- declared the
President.
exert a vital influence on the rest sized
Mrs. Raymond Sayre. of Ackof the economy.
Other Speeches
Most of the delegates swarmed!,Secretary of Agriculture. Brannan worth. Iowa, was elected President
of AFBF's Associated Women. She
replaces Mrs. C F. Weagly of Hagerstown. Maryland.
During the meeting. the Federation's gold medal for distinguished
service to agriculture was awarded
to Senator Capper 1 R. Kan I retiring this year after 30 years in
—
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Today In Science
pull of the sun and the moon
Atomic Warship
The Navy probably will have its mattes the measurement possible.
first warship powered by atomic
By means of the new system,
astrononiers now ,have estimated
energy within 10 years.
This is made plain by the an- that the sun is 92,963,000 miles
nouncment that the government from the earth-_amuut 140,000 miles
has given the Westinghouse com- closer than previous estimate's.
pany a contract to design and build
It took 11 years to make the meas
an atomic engine for naval vessels urement—by means of a long series
in co-operation with the government's Argonne laboratory.
\'.'estinghous: says it will take
to StX years to build the first
engine. The big problem is to reduce weight and size of atomic
r - antors like the ones used at Oak
Ridge and to dee:lop efficient
ON SOME OF OUR
and reasonable light shields against
radnition.

' 01 i
of observation&
Belgium uranium
A Belgian scientist complains that
his government is hampering Belgian 'science .by shipping all the
uranium ore from the Belgian
Congo in Africa to the United
States.
The head of the American speech
and hearing association says cerebral palsy is causing an economic
waste of one-billion dollars in the
United States.

Ui

SAVE

CHECK THE PRICE
GOOD USED CARS

1948 Chevrolet Fleetmaster, radio, heater, white
wall tires, a new car.
1947 Ford 2-door. A real nice car, guaranteed.

Such a warship could stay at sea
indefinitely without refueling and
would have unlimited range. Of
course it would have to be re-supplied with food and ammunition
and if it got bombed, it would
have to come to port for repairs.
But its enormous range might well
give naval craft the round the
world mobility although not the
speed--of aircraft. And the ships
would have less need of bases than
planes have.
Spatial Lardstick
Man is learning to use the moon
as a yardstick to measure distance
in space more accurately.
Director Dirk Brouser of Yale
observatory said before the American astronomical society at New
Haven today that the gravitational

1942 Chevrolet Fleetline, nice black finish, loaded
with extras.
1941 Chevrolet Master, 2-door, with radio and
. heater. A real good car.
1940 Chevrolet, black, 2-door, fair condition, cheap.
1939 Ford, black, 2-door. One of the nicest cars in
town. Low mileage, clean.
1939 Ford 2-door. Fair condition, cheap.
1939 Chevrolet 2-door. Clean inside and out. New
rings, pins, valve*. A good car.
1937 Chevrolet Standard. A nice looker, cheap.
Good
Fair condition.
1934 Chevrolet 4-door.
transportation.

the Senate. This award has been
given every year since 1928 to
leaders who have performed outrtanding services in advancing
well-being of farm people.
Washington News
Let's take a quick look at happenings in Washington during the past
week.

1846 CHEVROLET. 1 1-2 ton. Long W. B. Big Urea and stick.
cheap.
1948 FORD 1-ton, nearly brand new. Ready to go.
1941 FORD half-ton Pickup Good condition.
1941 CHEVROLET half-ton Pickup. One of the best. A des
clean Pickup w ith low mileage.
•ss'

•
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•
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TRUCKS

In the field of atomic energy,
CASH, TRADE or TERMS
arrangements for expanded research
with radio-active chemicals on soil
and plant problems were concluded
Now is the time to buy or trade for a nice car, as
by the Department of Agriculture
the price is lower now than it will be later or in the
and the Atomic Energy Commisspring. Every late model car guaranteed.
sion.
These studies are designed to
give farmers more precise knowledge on how and when to plow,
cultivate and fertilize for best results with different crops on different soil types .
Final crop returns show conclusively that farmel-s hit the jackpot
with another record crop this year.
Department of Agriculture reports
that this year's total crop is 37 perPHONE 170
MAIN STREET
cent above 1923-32, and 11 percent
higher than last year's record level, Ilhishmeminamosommonsa
•44.01'

Billington-Jones
Motor Company
YouringEteDealer

•

Thanks For Your Patronage

In

PADUCAH

Wish I ou

Year

given us over the past year.
We strive ever to hold our quality high and our prices as low as
good business will let us. We wish to offer th• following quality items

1!
.
Cracker Jack Pop Corn . . 5c
•

Chewing Gum and
Candy Bars,6 for

25cT

Lard, Pure, 4-lb. carton . 91c
Oleo, Blue Ribbon, lb.. 28/
1
2c

We say thank you for your friendship
and patronage and goodw during the
past three years.

Pure Ground Beef, lb. . 50c

$1,62
7c
25c
15c

Lettuce, 2 heads
25c
Cabbage, New Texas, lb . Sc
Grapefruit, Texas
Seedless, each
Sc
Durkee* Cocoanut,4-oz bx 15c
English Walnuts,
Diamonds, lb.
39c

Kreys Hostess Sliced Bacon, lb.
Oysters, Selects, pint
79c; Standards, pint
Pork Sausage 100cn Pure Pork Country Seasoned, lb. .

And-may we wish 11 of

was

business.

Tomato Catsup, Fraziers, 14-ounce bottle

you a very prosperous (iv!!

59c
69c
32c

PAYING 45c Cash for EGGS

Happy New Year
STILL

Charlie and Pauline Hatchett
Wayne and Charline

GOLDEN CREPE — Allyn
MeLerie, musical comedy
star of "Where's Charley'
,
"
modeLs a Leonard Arkendesigned gold iridescent
crepe dress, featuring a
wing collar and smart sk
detail for daytime wear

THE

BUSIEST PLACE

IN TOWN

ECONOMYMTEEGROCERY
RUDOLPH THURMAN OWNER •

67...14 130 MURRAY KY • PHILLIP

MITCHELL MGR
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listed below as evidence of our good faith and appreciation of your

From the bottom of our
hearts.

New
.4

friends and customers for the goodwill and business that you have

Cigarettes, all popular brands, carton
Jello, all flavors, package
Black Eye Peas, Water Valley, 2 No. 2 cans

•

Prosperous

fading into the past, we want to thank each and every one of our

Thanks A Million I

Happy
And

As the New Year appears on the horizon and the Old Year is fast
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